
Planning for a
Virtual Graduation Ceremony
We know that graduation ceremonies are critically important to the student experience, 
but when a virtual format is called for, they can be difficult to achieve. Whether it’s for a 
kindergarten graduation, a high school diploma, or any other major milestone in between, 
this guide includes tips and best practices for holding commencement ceremonies in a 
virtual learning world. 



What happens when a student graduates in a virtual learning world? 

Due to the international COVID-19 pandemic, many schools and districts are moving completely 
to online education and navigating all the challenges that come with that shift. Appropriately 
recognizing students’ academic milestones is just one of these difficult situations, but with a 
little creativity, it can be a great opportunity to have fun and build school community. In lieu of 
canceling graduation ceremonies altogether due to public health concerns, it may be time to think 
about another possibility—one that many online schools and universities have already been doing 
for years. Offer a virtual graduation!  

We’ve rounded up different options to consider, sample events, tips for development, and 
suggestions for evaluating event success to help ensure that this major milestone in your students’ 
academic careers is properly recognized. 
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Consider these popular options that have already been proven successful by virtual schools. 
Once you select the proper format, begin procuring the necessary virtual tech solution to make 
it a reality.

The Basics: Virtual Graduation Format

Live Virtual Webinar

Organize a live, real-time webinar event in which individuals are 
recognized while students, faculty, and friends join on their computers 
using audio and webcams to be part of the ceremony. In this format, all 
participants join virtually—speakers included. Commencement speeches 
could be delivered live or via prerecorded videos as needed. Such an 
event could also feature prerecorded elements, allowing students to 
thank their families for their support.

Livestreamed On-Site Ceremony

Livestream a physical campus commencement ceremony with key 
leaders on-site, but have all graduates and families remain at home. If 
it’s possible for school leaders to be on-site and still practice safe social 
distancing, they can still take the stage or position themselves in front 
of important school landmarks for a friendly backdrop. This could be an 
option that helps add the appropriate level of pomp and circumstance 
expected of a commencement ceremony.

Prerecorded Video

For a 100-percent flexible commencement option, consider uploading 
a prerecorded video that allows graduates to view the celebration at 
their convenience. This type of effort would still feature administrators 
announcing all graduates by name. Because this option is completely 
editable, it does allow educators the opportunity to collect student 
information, such as a quote, that could be displayed on a slide when a 
student’s name is called.

TIP Start planning early! Logistics take a lot of time and energy to 
create a flawless event.



Lindsey Howard    wooooow

Mario Alveraz    Way to go!

Ben Colantoni     thank you!

Ben Colantoni

Virtual audience engagement starts with making sure that your attendees feel connected to the 
message you’re sharing. The following three channels can help elevate your graduates’ stories to 
lend your event a friendly, heartwarming tone. 

Taking It to the Next Level: Audience Engagement

Social Media

Social media can be an incredible tool to drive engagement and conversation during a virtual 
commencement ceremony. Leverage an existing school channel, but encourage graduates and 
families to post using a special graduation hashtag to share excitement, encouragement, and 
celebration via written posts, pictures, and videos.



Commencement Webpage 

This option could be done in 
isolation in lieu of a live ceremony, 
but it also could be combined with 
any of the options suggested as a 
central hub and access point for all 
commencement-related materials. 

Music 

Nothing evokes the feelings of graduation like the Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1 in D, 
but likely there are other songs that fit the occasion as well. Luckily, music can be enjoyed almost 
anywhere. Include music in the actual event, but also consider creating a shareable playlist for all 
of the graduates to enjoy throughout the day or even leading up to the occasion. 

Taking It to the Next Level: Audience Engagement

TIP Finding ways to help students feel connected is so important to 
the success of a virtual event! Take extra time and attention here.



Details: Little Things That Go a Long Way

Caps and Gowns

Just because the ceremony is happening virtually 
doesn’t mean that students shouldn’t feel the right 
of passage associated with moving their tassel from 
right to left upon receiving their diploma. Continue 
to offer opportunities for students to order 
their caps and gowns and other accoutrements 
so that they can wear them via webcam, take 
pictures with family, and generally celebrate 
their success in a very real, physical way.

Inspiring Décor

This tip specifically applies to graduation speakers. 
With limited ability to adorn a venue with tasteful yet 
spirited décor, take the time to consider your virtual 
backdrop. This can really set the tone of your event. 
Consider including colorful banners and balloons 
behind you, even if it’s just in your home office, to help 
honor the affair.

Diplomas

Because students don’t actually get to walk 
across a stage and receive their diploma, it’s 
critical to find other ways to recreate that 
pivotal moment. Getting diplomas delivered 
to students promptly so that they receive 
them as close to the graduation ceremony 
as possible will help. Encourage students to 
post pictures with their diplomas on social 
media channels to show off their hard-
earned accomplishment. .



Details: Little Things That Go a Long Way

Ceremony Programs
A printed program is a quintessential keepsake from 

traditional graduation ceremonies. Making a digital (and 
print-at-home-friendly!) version to share with your virtual 

event attendees is a great way to provide extra information, 
further elevate your students’ stories, and still ensure that 
families have a souvenir. Consider reaching out to families 

or your staff while you’re creating the program to collect 
pictures from the school year or quotes about individual 

students to include for extra personalization.

Admission 
While selling tickets and arranging parking permits are no 

longer necessary in a virtual world, thinking about how 
students, teachers, and families will access the event is 

important. Students should still register for the virtual event 
and request guest admission spots. Not only does this give 

you an idea regarding attendance so that you can ensure that 
your virtual environment can accommodate viewers.

New Traditions
Will this be your first virtual commencement? Then, 

there’s no better time to throw out the playbook 
and start something new. Include a special 
song, dance, or activity that brings levity to 
the situation. For smaller graduations, new 

traditions could also include adding a 
personal element, such as a handwritten 

note or recorded video from a teacher 
delivered preceding or directly 

following the event to help fill the 
void of physical congratulations 

that would usually be offered.
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Taking It to the Next Level: Audience EngagementPlanning Checklist: Prepare for the Big Day

 Logistical Clarity
 Does everyone clearly know where  
 to go and how to access the event?

 Technology Setup
 Do you have the appropriate  hardware  
 and software in place, and have you  
 planned time for a test run?

	Ceremony Significance
 Have you taken steps to elevate  
 the importance and significance of  
 this moment?

 Personal Elements
 How are you making sure that students  
 are at the heart of the event?

 Student Participation
 Have you created opportunities  
 for students to interact and share  
 congratulations virtually?


